Increasing the energy storage capability of lithium-ion batteries necessitates maximization of their areal capacity. This requires thick electrodes performing at near-theoretical specific capacity. However, achievable electrode thicknesses are restricted by mechanical instabilities, with high-thickness performance limited by the attainable electrode conductivity. Here we show that forming a segregated network composite of carbon nanotubes with a range of lithium storage materials (e.g. silicon, graphite and metal oxide particles) suppresses mechanical instabilities by toughening the composite, allowing the fabrication of high-performance electrodes with thicknesses of up to 800 m. Such composite electrodes display conductivities up to 10 4 S m -1 and low charge-transfer resistances, allowing fast charge-delivery and enabling near-theoretical specific capacities, even for thick electrodes. The combination of high thickness and specific capacity leads to areal capacities of up to 45 and 30 mAh cm -2 for anodes and cathodes respectively. Combining optimized composite anodes and cathodes yields fullcells with state-of-the-art areal capacities (29 mAh cm -2 ) and specific/volumetric energies (480 Wh kg -1 and 1600 Wh L -1 ).
Introduction
To meet trends such as the rise of electric vehicles, significant advances in the energy storage capability of batteries are urgently required. In the dominant field of lithium-ion batteries, most research has focused on the development of high-capacity electrode materials such as silicon for the anode or lithium sulfide for the cathode. 1 An alternative strategy would be to optimize electrode architecture to maximize the electrode areal capacity (C/A), thus increasing energy density. For both anodes and cathodes, // SP C A C M A  , where CSP is the specific capacity (mAh g -1 ) of the electrodes and M/A is its mass loading (g cm -2 ). Thus, both CSP and M/A must be simultaneously maximized, leading to a number of challenges. First, high-performance electrode materials tend to be granular (i.e. particulate-based) and so display mechanical instabilities above the so-called critical cracking thickness (CCT), 2,3 making it impossible to prepare very thick electrodes even with polymeric binders. Secondly, poor conductivity of advanced electrode materials means conductive additives must be incorporated to allow charge distribution within the electrode. Standard additives such as carbon black (CB) yield low, inhomogeneous and unstable electrode conductivity, [3] [4] [5] limiting electrochemical performance, especially for very thick electrodes. 6 While a number of methods have been suggested to maximize C/A, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] none are scalable. We aim to develop a general, materials science-based strategy that allows the production of very thick electrodes which retain almost all of their theoretical capabilities. Such a strategy must involve simple and scalable production techniques, should apply to both anodes and cathodes and be compatible with any high-performance electrode material.
Here, we show that the goals outlined above can be achieved via simultaneously boosting the electrical/mechanical properties of granular electrode materials by using carbon nanotubes (CNT), specifically in the form of segregated networks, as both binder and conductive additive, without any additional polymer or CB. By adding nanotubes to high-performance, yet low cost commercial anode/cathode materials such as micron-sized-silicon (-Si) and LiNixMnyCozO2
(NMC), we demonstrate a hierarchical composite where the nanotubes arrange themselves into networked membranes that envelop the active material particles. These networks dramatically improve the mechanical properties, allowing the fabrication of very thick electrodes, as well as improving their stability, even during repeated charge/discharge. At the same time, the electrode conductivity is radically increased, facilitating fast charge distribution, even in thick electrodes. This allows us to produce extremely thick (up to 800 m) electrodes with CSP approaching theoretical values for each electrode material. This enables the production of fullcells with areal capacities and specific energies considerably higher than any previous reports.
Segregated network composites
Here we show that micron-sized particles of standard lithium-storing materials can be formed into robust electrodes by mixing with small amounts of carbon nanotubes without any additional polymeric binder or conductive additive. Initially, we focus on micron-sized silicon (-Si) particles which combine high specific capacity (3579 mAh g -1 ) with low cost ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). We found that extremely robust -Si/CNT composite electrodes can be produced directly on Cu substrates by a simple, scalable slurry-casting technique ( Fig. 1a and see XRD and Raman analysis in Supplementary Figs. 2−3). Critically, all our slurries are water-based and utilise no organic solvents, significantly simplifying waste management.
Interestingly, these composites do not display the usual network structure found in CNT-based nanocomposite electrodes, 17, 18 but rather display the much less well-known segregated network structure. 19 Such networks occur for particulate matrices with particle sizes which are larger than the filler (nanotube) length (here ~1 m). Then the excluded-volume associated with the particles drives the formation of a segregated network, 19 where the CNTs form networked 2dimensional membranes which wrap and interconnect the active material (AM) particles ( Fig.   1b ), even at extremely low CNT mass-fractions (Mf). 19 7 ). Such structures are expected to be particularly useful in battery electrodes due to their ability to simultaneously enhance conductivity and mechanical toughness, 21 facilitate particle expansion as well as localizing Si fragments in the event of pulverization while allowing easy access of lithium ions.
Versatility of segregated network battery electrodes
We found that segregated network composites (SNCs) can be produced by mixing CNTs with a wide range of micron-particle-size battery materials (e.g. -Si, NMC, graphite and LTO). To illustrate this, Fig. 2 shows data for SNCs using two types of NMC, -Si of three different sizes as well as a non-segregated network composite based on nano-Si for comparison (see Fig. 2a for images of active materials and Supplementary Figs. 8−14 for SNC images).
With regards basic characterisation, the in-plane electrical conductivity of SNCs displayed very large increases at relatively low Mf's ( Fig. 2b) , with higher conductivities observed for larger particle sizes as expected 19 
Mf,c=0.18wt% and n=0.65. Taken together, this data confirms that adding CNT significantly improves the electrochemical performance of electrodes and identifies the out-of-plane conductivity as an important material parameter.
We found SNCs to perform very well as lithium-ion battery anodes ( Fig. 2e−g ). For all Si particle sizes, the 1 st -cycle delithiation capacity (normalized to Si mass, C/MSi) showed near-theoretical values and very high Columbic efficiencies (85−90%, see Supplementary Fig. 16 ) once Mf>2wt% (Fig. 2f ). For both types of NMC, near-theoretical capacities were observed at Mf as low as 0.25%. We attribute these high capacities to the extremely high conductivities associated with SNCs. The data in Fig 2b and Fig. 2g is 1 st -cycle specific capacity data for -Si-based SNC electrodes with an optimised nanotube content (Mf=7.5wt%, see Supplementary Fig. 17 ), plotted versus -Si particle size. We find near theoretical capacities for all sizes up to 45 m. Such high capacities have never before been observed for such large particles. This data contrasts with traditional Si/polymer/CB anodes (80:10:10) which showed a large fall-off in the 1 st -cycle capacity as the Si particle size was increased. In addition, SNC-based electrodes showed very high capacities, even after 20 cycles for particle sizes up to 2 m, although larger particle sizes show significantly poorer stability ( Fig. 2g ). Because material cost decreases significantly with particle size (see Supplementary Fig. 18 and Table 2 ), we will focus on 2m Si for the rest of the study.
Shown in
Although the optimised SWNT content for 2-Si-based SNC electrodes (7.5wt%) was much lower than the additive contents in traditional electrodes, it is not inconsequential and could have a non-trivial impact on the electrode cost. However, it is worth noting that for 2-Si electrodes, high capacities were also achieved for Mf=2wt% ( Fig. 2f and S16) while for NMC based cathodes, optimised loadings were smaller (0.5wt%), due to the larger particle size. This suggests it will be possible to develop SNC-based electrodes that are economically viable.
Segregated networks lead to extremely thick electrodes
When trying to obtain high C/A, an almost universally underestimated problem is how to achieve very thick electrodes (i.e. high M/A). When granular materials are deposited as films from liquids, large capillary pressures leading to significant drying stresses. 2, 3 Such stresses lead to catastrophic cracking above the critical cracking thickness, the magnitude of which depends on the mechanical properties of the film. 2 Traditional polymer binder/CB combination yields relatively poor reinforcement (see Supplementary Fig. 19 ), leading to mediocre mechanical properties and so low CCTs of <175 m (see Supplementary Fig. 20−21 ). This problem is largely unappreciated and significantly limits achievable thickness. In addition, in traditional polymer/CB-loaded electrodes, we found conductivity and toughness to be anticorrelated (see Supplementary Fig. 19 ) making it impossible to prepare conductive yet tough electrodes.
However, tensile tests show the mechanical properties of SNC-based electrodes to be far superior to traditional electrode materials ( Fig. 3a-b and Supplementary Fig. 19 ). Of particular interest is the tensile toughness (work done at failure per volume, see Fig. 3c ) which has been linked to electrode stability in a study which showed tough electrodes to be crack-resistant. 18 We observed very large increases of toughness with CNT Mf, leading to SNCs which were >500 times tougher than the traditional electrodes for similar compositions. Interestingly, the 80nm-Si-based non-segregated networks showed considerably lower toughness increases, highlighting the importance of SNCs. All electrodes showed toughness increases which were consistent with percolation theory (i.e. 21 with percolation thresholds, Mf,c, which decrease with increasing particle size as expected for segregated networks 19 (Mf,c=0.17wt% for 2m Si/CNT, similar to the conductivity data). Such mechanical percolation has been observed previously in non-segregated nanotube networks where largescale nanotube network formation has occurred. 21 Importantly, unlike the traditional electrodes, toughness and conductivity are correlated in SNCs allowing the production of electrodes which are much tougher and more conductive compared to traditional systems ( Fig. 3d , see also SNCs with different CNTs in Supplementary Fig. 22 ).
As shown in Fig. 3e , traditional polymer-stabilised electrodes display CCTs of <175 m, limiting achievable thickness and so areal capacity (typically, <4 mAh cm -2 , see below). We find severe cracking to occur for traditional electrodes with thickness >CCT. However, the high toughness associated with the SNCs yields much higher CCTs, allowing the production of mechanically robust electrodes ( Fig. 3f -h) with thicknesses as high as ~300 m for -Si/CNT and ~800 μm for NMC/CNT SNCs (see Supplementary Fig. 23 for thick electrodes based on other active materials). These thicknesses are much larger than achievable with traditional binders. In addition, we note that 
High areal capacity of segregated network electrodes
We believe the combination of high toughness and conductivity shown in Fig. 3c is critical for high capacity electrodes: the mechanical reinforcement facilitates the formation of very thick electrodes while the conductivity enhancement enables rapid charge-delivery, yielding capacities close to the theoretical limit. Critically, because // SP C A C M A  , achieving high areal capacity requires achieving near-theoretical capacity and high electrode thickness simultaneously.
To demonstrate that high C/A can be achieved using SNCs, we produced sets of 2 m Table 3 −5). [9] [10] [11] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] The disconnection of silicon from the electrode due to crack-formation is a known capacityloss mechanism in Si-based LiBs. 30 These extremely thick electrodes are relatively stable ( Fig.   4g -h), partly because the CNT membrane prevents electrode cracking during repeated cycling. 18 Post-mortem analysis after cycling (see Supplementary Fig. 24 ) shows that the CNTmembrane has been preserved with a little change in the hierarchical structure, while Li-metal counter electrode shows severe degradation (see Li-metal degradation issue in Supplementary   Fig. 25 ). Although XRD and SEM (see Supplementary Fig. 24 ) show pulverisation to occur in -Si/SNC-based electrodes, the resultant silicon particles are contained within the nanotube membranes associated with the SNC and so remain available to store charge.
Unsurprisingly for such thick electrodes and relatively large AM particles, 6 we do observe some capacity falloff at high charge/discharge rates ( Fig. 4i-j ). However, reasonable combinations of capacity and current can be achieved, presumably because the high conductivity associated with the segregated nanotube network allows fast charge distribution.
Full-cell performance
The ability to produce both anodes and cathodes with very high areal capacities allows us to produce high-performance full-cells. By keeping the anode/cathode thickness ratios at the level required to match areal capacities but increasing the total anode plus cathode mass loading, (M/A)A+C, we produced full-cells with record cell areal capacity, (C/A)Cell, up to 29 mAh cm -2 ( Fig. 5a and see full-cell information in Supplementary Fig. 26 and Table 6 ). It is worth noting that the full-cell (C/A)Cell is limited by the cathode (Maximum cathode C/A was 30 mAh cm -2 while for anodes we achieved C/A up to 45 mAh cm -2 ), reinforcing the need to develop high-CSP cathode materials.
These full-cells were relatively stable, showing >80% retention after 50 cycles at 1/15 C-rate and >95% retention after 150 cycles at 1/3 C-rate (see Fig. 5b and long-term cycling in Supplementary Fig. 27 ). While these results are competitive with most -Si-based studies, we note that typical issues associated with the electrode/electrolyte interface (i.e. unstable SEI, electrolyte depletion, etc.) were not addressed in this work as we have focused on electrode architecture. This means there is further scope to improve stability, e.g. by optimizing electrolyte composition. 31 The charging/discharging rate-capabilities of our high-C/A full-cells are shown in Fig. 5c-d , and yield similar results to the individual electrodes. Inevitably, we find reduced rate performance for the thickest electrodes. 6 However, even though our high-rate capacity was approximately ×3 below the low-rate C/A (~30 mAh cm -2 ) for the thickest electrodes, such cells still deliver ~10 mAh cm -2 within ~1 hour, during both charging and discharging. This is greater than almost all traditional electrodes (<3 mAh cm -2 ) at the similar rate, 32-34 and fast enough for realistic applications. 35 By converting the data in Fig. 5d into a Ragone plot ( Fig.   5e ), it is clear that the combination of energy and power associated with SNC-based full cells is superior to traditional electrodes.
Another advantage of these composites is that, because the electrodes can be made so thick, the inactive components (Al/Cu foils, separator, electrolyte filled in the electrodes, etc.) become a very small fraction of the whole (see Supplementary Table 6 ), thus increasing the overall energy density. Considering the mass of both electrodes and all the inactive components (i.e. current collectors, electrolyte and separator), we have calculated the specific energy, ESP, for our full-cells, along with high-C/A cells from other studies and plotted it versus the corresponding full-cell (C/A)cell in Fig. 5f (see calculations and literatures in Supplementary   Table 6−7) . 9, [32] [33] [34] 36 This plot shows that our high-C/A full-cells delivered much higher ESP (up to 401 Wh kg -1 ) than any other reports (<261 Wh kg -1 , open symbols), highlighting their superlative performance. We note that, after calendaring to increase the density of both electrodes by ~60% and so decrease electrolyte mass, we could increase the energy density up to 480 Wh kg -1 , a value which is nearly twice the state-of-the-art (see Supplementary Table 7 ).
The relationship between ESP and (C/A)Cell can be illustrated via a simple relationship (see derivation in Supplementary Note 1):
,, This means that the composite architecture has allowed us to approach the absolute maximum CSP possible for the cathode material used. This implies that once more advanced cathode materials (e.g. Li2S) become widely available, this approach would be expected to allow commensurate increases in ESP.
Finally, we have estimated the volumetric energy density of our highest M/AC+A full cells to be 1030 Wh L -1 , increasing to 1600 Wh L -1 on calendaring (see Supplementary Fig. 28 ). This value is >60% higher than the state-of-the-art (<972 Wh L -1 ), 37 demonstrating the superlative cell-level performance enabled by SNCs.
Conclusions
While nanotubes have been used before to improve electrode conductivity, 17,18 segregated networks -which are much more appropriate to realistic electrode materials -have not been utilised in battery electrodes (see Supplementary Table S8 ). In addition to considerable conductivity enhancement, these networks dramatically increase mechanical robustness, allowing the production of extremely thick electrodes with very high areal capacities.
Combining segregated network-based anodes and cathodes leads to full-cells with specific and volumetric energy densities of 480 Wh kg -1 and 1600 Wh L -1 , respectively. We consider segregated network composite-based electrodes as a general solution for the production of high capacity battery electrodes.
Methods

Composite Electrode Fabrication
The hierarchical composite electrodes were prepared via a conventional slurry-casting method using a CNT aqueous dispersion (0.2 wt% SWCNT in water, ~0.2 wt% PVP as a surfactant stabilizer, Tuball, OCSiAl) and battery active materials (AMs) without any additional polymeric binder or carbon black (CB).
For anodes, the CNT dispersion was mixed with micron-sized Si powder (μ-Si) with a range of particle sizes (1−3 μm: denoted as 2 μm and 5, 10, 30, 45 μm size, all purchased from US Research Nanomaterials) and ground into a uniform slurry using a mortar and pestle. The For cathodes, we employed NMC (NMC532: LiNi0.5Mn0.3Co0.2O2 or NMC811:
LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2, MTI Corp.) to mix with the CNT aqueous dispersion. Typically, 5 ml of CNT was ground with 2 g of NMC to obtain the electrode with 0.5 wt% CNT. The resultant slurry was cast onto aluminium (Al) foil and dried at the same manner. We also controlled CNT Mf in the range between 0.01 − 10 wt% and varied electrode thickness, ranging from 40 − 800 μm (M/A = 6 − 155 mg cm -2 ). The composite anode/cathode were denoted as "μ-Si/CNT" and "NMC/CNT", respectively.
For comparison, we employed nano-sized Si (n-Si) with different sizes (~25 nm and ~80 nm, US Research Nanomaterials), to fabricate corresponding anodes by mixing with CNT dispersion in desired compositions and thicknesses.
In addition, traditional electrodes were also prepared using carbon black (Timical Super The full-cells were assembled by pairing our μ-Si/CNT anodes with NMC/CNT cathodes with various C/A (or M/A). We used the same sized cathode/anode disc (1.13 cm 2 ) to match the C/A of both electrodes, which were previously determined in the half-cell experiments. For full-cells, 1.2 M LiPF6 in ethylene methyl carbonate/fluoroethylene carbonate (EMC/FEC, 95:5 in wt%, BASF) was used as the electrolyte. 38 The N/P ratio, defined by the capacity ratio between the anode and cathode, was balanced to be ~1.1 [See Supplementary Table S6 . for the details of cathodes/anodes in full-cells]. The assembled full-cells were then cycled at 1/15 C within a voltage range of 2.5 − 4.3 V after the initial formation cycle at 1/30 C-rate. The total C/A of the full-cell, (full-cell C/A), was obtained by dividing the measured cell capacity by the geometric electrode area (1.13 cm 2 ). The charging and discharging rate-capabilities of full cells were measured separately using asymmetric charge/discharge protocols. The discharge rate capabilities were investigated by constant current (CC) discharging; the cells were fully charged at ~1/30 C-rate (to reach ~100% of state of charge), then discharged at varied current densities (CC mode). The charge rate capabilities were measured by constant current-constant voltage (CC-CV) charging; the cells were fully discharged at 1/10−1/20 C-rate to reach ~0% of stage of charge, then charged at the different rates with CC-CV mode. The CV mode held until the current had decayed to the 1/10−1/20 C current of each cells. For the sake of comparison, a traditional full-cell (C/A~3.5 mAh cm 2 ) was also assembled and tested in the same manner by pairing the NMC cathode (C/A = 3.5 mAh cm -2 ) and graphite anode (C/A = 3.8 mAh cm -2 ) prepared by CB-binder combination.
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